Northeast Asia Cooperation Dialogue
Defense Information Sharing Study Project

Beijing, China, December 6-7, 1999

Hosted by:
The Ministry of National Defence
Sponsored by:
Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation

Agenda

MONDAY, DECEMBER 6

8:30  Welcoming Remarks/History of Study Project by Host/Chairs
Host               Stephan HAGGARD
Co-Chairs          TU Qiming
                    TSUJI Masaru

9:00  ROK
Presenter         LEE Won-woo and BAE Byeong-soo
“Korean Force Modernization and RMA”
“Current Security Situation on the Korean Peninsula”

10:15 Coffee Break

10:30 RUSSIA
Presenters        A. BOLYATKO and A. GURVICH
“Modernization of Russian Armed Forces”
“New Version of Russian Military Doctrine”

11:45 Lunch at Palace Hotel
Presenters        Steve PAYSON and CHU Shulong
“The Debate on Missile Defenses: U.S. and Chinese Views”

15:00 JAPAN
Presenters        TSUJI Masaru and NARISAWA Mikihiro

16:15

19:30 Dinner at Palace Hotel
Northeast Asia Cooperation Dialogue
Defense Information Sharing - Study Project

Agenda

Tuesday, December 7

9:00 USA
- Presenters: Judith STROTZ and Andy BORCHARDT
10:15 Coffee Break
10:30 CHINA
- Presenters: TU Qiming and CHU Shulong
11:45 Lunch at Palace Hotel
13:30 Plans for DIS and NEACD Study Projects
- Presenters
14:30 Closing Remarks
15:00 Adjourn
19:00 Reception at Palace Hotel
19:30 Dinner at Palace Hotel